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Technology We Are Excited About!
It’s time again to give you the update on hearing aid technology. Here in Silicon Valley, we know 
firsthand how quickly technology is changing, and this is true for hearing aids as well. 
Remember, though, that hearing aids are just one part of your hearing healthcare management. With 
all this innovative technology, there is no single best product for everyone. Your hearing is unique, so 
we work very hard for you and spend as much time as it takes to ensure that you get the best possible 
results, both in selecting the right hearing aids and in programming them for your specific needs.
In addition, we help you maintain your hearing aids so they are always in tip-top shape. We believe 
knowledge is power so we’ll go the extra mile to keep you informed on all aspects of hearing health.
That being said, it’s technology time! So here’s what’s on our minds these days:

that increases the understanding of 
soft speech sounds by up to 20%.

Tinnitus Treatment: State-of-the-
art tinnitus feature that sets new 
standards, as it is the first solution to 
offer built-in ocean sounds in addition 
to a large number of sound options 
and adjustment controls.

Water resistance: Nano-coated 
and IP58 certified water resistant 
instruments.

Inium Sense Feedback Shield: Next-
generation feedback management, 
offering four times more efficient 
feedback suppression.

We have demonstration appointments 
available. Schedule a demo 
appointment with one of our 
audiologists and give the Alta2 a 
listen!

ReSound LiNX2 (now compatible with 
both iPhone and Android!)

Last year we were so excited about 
the ReSound LiNX iPhone-compatible 

hearing devices 
that we devoted 
our whole 
technology section 
to it. We are 
happy to report 
that it was a big 
success. Our 
patients who wear 
ReSound LiNX tell 
us they love the 
exceptional sound 
quality, and being 

able to stream directly from an iPhone 
5 or 6 is a giant bonus! ReSound has 
stepped up their game and launched 
LiNX2 which is available in a wider 
range of hearing aid styles including 
custom in-the-ear devices. Features of 
ReSound LiNX2 include:

Spatial Sense™: Offers a more vivid 
sense of where sounds are coming 
from.

Directionality II™: An improvement 
over ReSound’s already excellent 
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Oticon Alta2
When Oticon 
launched the Alta 
hearing aid in 
2013 they used 
existing research 
on hearing and 
the brain to 
develop algorithms 
to improve speech 
understanding in 
background noise 
and to reduce 
listening effort. 

Oticon has expanded considerably 
on the BrainHearing™ concept and 
introduced the Inium Sense chip, 
which is now available in the Alta2 
hearing aid as well as many of their 
other new models. Oticon reports 
the new chip delivers 30% more 
processing power than its previous 
platform. Here are some of the new 
features available in Alta2.

Soft Speech Booster™: A new feature 



directional microphone technology to 
offer better noise management when 
listening in complex environments.

Sound Enhancer: Features Comfort in 
Noise, Speech Focus and Comfort in 
Wind settings that can be adjusted 
with your smartphone. 

Tinnitus Relief: A sound generator 
that uses nature sounds to reduce the 
annoyance of tinnitus.

Attention Android Lovers!: LiNX2 
is now compatible with Samsung 
Galaxy S5 running Android operating 
system 4.4.2 – 4.4.4 (KitKat.) Now 
both iPhone users and Android users 
can stream phone calls directly to 
their hearing aids in addition to 
accessing the remote control and 
“Find-My-Hearing-Aid” features. (If you 
have ever lost a hearing aid, you will 
appreciate that one!)

Attention Apple Lovers! ReSound 
will be the first hearing aid company 
to have an app on the soon-to-be-
available iWatch!

Call for a consultation appointment 
and we’ll tell you more!

The Roger System: A Boost for 
Hearing Aids

Phonak has 
always taken 
the lead when 
it comes to FM 
systems and has 
done it again with 
the Roger system. 
Rather than FM, 
however, the 
Roger system uses 
the 2.4 GHz 

frequency band, which gives it better 
clarity and greater distance.

The Roger system is a great solution 
for listening in noisy environments. It 
is different from FM systems in that it 
can support multiple microphones. 
Imagine sitting in a noisy restaurant 
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with several friends. With each 
person using a Roger microphone, 
you can hear them individually! 
When one person speaks, it cuts out 
the other microphones so you don’t 
hear the confusion of several people 
talking at once.

Even better, Roger products are 
compatible with many hearing 
aids and streamers from other 
manufacturers!

If you have used FM systems 
unsuccessfully in the past, it’s time to 
try the Roger system. This is unlike any 
FM system out there!

Widex Phone-Dex and Phonak DECT

Using the phone 
is one of the most 
challenging tasks 
for many people 
who wear hearing 
aids. Problems 
include feedback 
and lack of 
volume. Widex 
and Phonak are 
two hearing aid 
manufacturers who 
have addressed 

this problem straight on. The Widex 
Phone-Dex and Phonak DECT are 
actually telephones that stream the 
voice you are listening to directly to 
BOTH hearing aids.

Why is this better than simply using 
an amplified phone? First, not 
everyone’s hearing deficit is the 
same. Since the hearing aids are 
programmed for your specific hearing 
profile, the voice you hear through the 
phone is amplified in a very specific 
way to match your needs. Second, 
since it is sending the person’s voice 
to both hearing aids, you hear it in 
both ears. There is no doubt that 
two ears are better than one! These 
phones work with all Widex and 
Phonak wireless hearing aids. Not 
sure if you are wearing compatible 
devices? Call us and we can let you 
know. If you are not, come in for 

a consultation to see if one of their 
hearing aid products would be right 
for you.

Tinnitus Management
“You’ll get used 
to it!” Is that what 
you have heard 
when seeking 
medical help 
for your tinnitus 
(ringing in the 
ears)? About 
10-20 million of 
the 50 million 
Americans who 
report tinnitus 

find it so annoying that they seek 
medical advice. And this is the advice 
they often get. We have a better 
idea! First, you should know that 
approximately 60% of people with 
tinnitus complaints are helped with 
hearing aids. Sound stimulation seems 
to be the most effective treatment for 
tinnitus. When the amplification from 
hearing aids alone does not help, we 
have historically recommended the 
Widex hearing aids with “zen tones” 
for additional relief. We still think 
this is a great product, but now there 
are several manufacturers who offer 
sound treatment within their hearing 
aids. The new ReSound LiNX2, for 
example, uses nature sounds that 
can be turned on when your tinnitus 
is particularly irritating. In addition, 
Oticon’s Alta2 Pro and some of their 
other new products offer ocean noise 
sound treatment. For people with 
normal hearing or who don’t want 
to wear hearing devices throughout 
the day, the Sound Serenade sound 
generator continues to be an excellent 
alternative.

Tinnitus treatment is not a “one size 
fits all” solution. There are now even 
more options available to help you 
find the right strategy. If your tinnitus 
is creating an annoyance in your life, 
call us for a tinnitus consultation to 
learn more!
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CaptionCall Mobile App and 
Innocaption

Have an iPad? 
Tired of saying 
“will you repeat 
that please” 
when talking 
on the phone? 
CaptionCall 
has an app for 
that! How does 
it work? To put 
it simply, when 

you make or receive a call using 
your iPad, whatever the person on 
the other line is saying appears on 
the screen in written text! It takes the 
guesswork out of having a phone 
conversation. For example, numbers 
are generally very hard to understand 
on the phone. Let’s say a friend calls 
and wants to meet you at the movie 
theatre at 8:00. Did she say 8:00 
or 9:00? (Those two numbers are 
particularly easy to mix up.) You ask 
for a repetition but it still is not clear. 
Wouldn’t it be easier if you could just 
see the time on your iPad? Imagine 
being able to reply in confidence that 
you look forward to meeting her there 
at 8:00 without wondering if you will 
be too early or too late. For more 
information just Google CaptionCall 
Mobile or go to this link:

https://www.captioncall.com/
captioncall/mobile/pilot

Peg Lisi, Au.D. 
Menlo Park

Please join Pacific Hearing Service for lunch in Mountain View, 
followed by a short tutorial at the Mountain View Center for the 
Performing Arts on how to use assistive listening devices at the theatre. 
We will complete the afternoon by enjoying TheatreWorks’ production 
of Fallen Angels.

• $65 per person including lunch.
• Wednesday, June 24 @ 11:30 AM.
• Call • Call 650-941-0664 for details.

.

Seating is limited so call today!

An example of what you will see when 
making a call using the Caption Call 
mobile app for iPads.

Prefer to see captions on your 
cell phone? Register for the free 
Innocaption Mobile App at http://
innocaption.com/.

Get the WAX PACK!
Do you have your ears cleaned on a regular basis? Buy a Wax Pack! 
Keeping your ears clean means you hear better and reduces hearing aid 
maintenance problems caused by earwax. Pre-purchase 10 individual ear 
cleanings for $250 (a $300 value!). Save money and keep your ears 
clean.

Fun Facts About Sound
As audiologists, we are primarily interested in the communication 
aspects of sound. But there are some researchers who have found 
very unusual applications for sound waves. Read on!

Sound as Fire Extinguisher?

The Washington Post reported two 
engineering students at George Mason 
University in Virginia have succeeded in 
using low-frequency sound waves to put 
out small fires. Even they were amazed 
when their specially designed subwoofer 
was able to disrupt the oxygen enough 
to extinguish the fire. Although they 
aren’t quite ready to put out forest fires 
with a rock and roll band, you can bet 
the fire department is interested in seeing 
where they take their research from here! 

Recharge Your Batteries with Sound!

A partnership between Nokia and 
Queen Mary University of London has 
made progress toward recharging 
batteries with sound waves, using 
piezoelectrics. Maybe one day you will 
be able to charge your cell phone with 
the noise around you. Finally a good 
reason to go to a noisy restaurant!
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Open your ears to new possibilities! 

Jordan Bound!
For the past few years Pacific Hearing Service 
has been creating a plan to give back to the 
community. We are developing a program for 
providing hearing health care to patients in 
our local area who have limited resources.

In addition, we are teaming up with Life 
for Relief and Development to bring better 
hearing to other parts of the world. Jane 
Baxter is kicking off our humanitarian efforts 
by going to a refugee camp in Jordan in late 
May 2015 to provide hearing services and 
hearing aids to children in need.

Last year this group ran out of hearing aids 
before they could fit all of the children who 
needed them. If you have old hearing aids 
you would like to donate, please drop 
them off at either office. We can get them 
refurbished and take them with us. We 
appreciate your support!


